A FOUNTAIN OF CHOCOLATE, A RUSH OF JOY
Hillary Bradley is putting together a chocolate fountain for a private party.

HILLARY BRADLEY: "It's definitely level on the bottom ... and level on the top."

Ms. Bradley makes and sells chocolates. She says people love her chocolate fountains.

HILLARY BRADLEY: "A chocolate fountain is a catering equipment that you put melted
chocolate in that flows through and then you dip wonderful things into it. And then I melt it
down because it has to be at a certain viscosity to go through the fountain. So, I melt it at home
and I bring it here. We put a little bit of cocoa butter in it because the higher the cocoa butter
content, the more it's going to flow."

Ms. Bradley likes to add salty crackers, cookies, and fruit to a chocolate fountain.

HILLARY BRADLEY: "Totally unlimited, but these are pretty much the favorites. So the fruits
that are popular are strawberries, pineapple, and bananas. So those three. We also use dried
fruits, dried mangoes, dried apricots, those are really good."

A chocolate fountain this size requires about nine or ten kilograms of liquid chocolate. That is
enough to serve up to 150 people.

WOMEN: "I love it, I really love chocolate and having things to dip in it makes it even more
better." "Fabulous, it was such a great break from the day. I mean, who doesn't love chocolate?"

I'm June Simms.

TRANSLATION
Hillary Bradley is putting together a chocolate fountain for a private party.

ན་ཡོད།
HILLARY BRADLEY: "It's definitely level on the bottom ... and level on the top."

་ལེ：
Ms. Bradley makes and sells chocolates. She says people love her chocolate fountains. She says
people love her chocolate fountains.

མོས་བ

་དགའ་བོ་ཡོད།

HILLARY BRADLEY: "A chocolate fountain is a catering equipment that you put melted
chocolate in that flows through and then you dip wonderful things into it. And then I melt it
down because it has to be at a certain viscosity to go through the fountain. So, I melt it at home
and I bring it here. We put a little bit of cocoa butter in it because the higher the cocoa butter
content, the more it's going flow."

་ལེ：
།
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Translated from English to Tibetan by Snying dkar rgyal

་ནས་ཟས་ན་ཆོག

།.

Ms. Bradley likes to add salty crackers, cookies, and fruit to a chocolate fountain.

སིལ་ཏོག་སོགས་
HILLARY BRADLEY: "Totally unlimited, but these are pretty much the favorites. So the fruits
that are popular are strawberries, pineapple, and bananas. So those three. We also use dried
fruits, dried mangoes:, dried apricots, those are really good."

་ལེ：

ས་འདས་མོད ། གོང་གི་འདི་དག་ནི་ཆེས་བཟང་ཤོས་ཡིན།

A chocolate fountain this size requires about nine or ten kilograms of liquid chocolate. That is
enough to serve up to 150 people.

WOMEN: "I love it, I really love chocolate and having things to dip in it makes it even more
better." "Fabulous, it was such a great break from the day. I mean, who doesn't love chocolate?"

：
ཟས་རིགས་གཞན་ད

DO THE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across
2.
4.
6.
9.
11.
12.

Hillary goes to ____ parties.
People ___ crackers and fruit in the chocolate.
Hillary puts cocoa ____ in the chocolate.
Popular dried fruits to put in the chocolate are apricots and m_____.
This word means wonderful. F_____.
People like to put ____ crackers in the chocolate.

Down
1.
3.
5.
7.
8.
10.

Hillary _____ likes chocolate.
Hillary Bradley makes chocolate _______ for private parties.
Hillary brings about ten k_____ of chocolate to a party.
Popular fruits are strawberries, p_____, and bananas.
Hillary makes and sells _________.
June S____ is a reporter.

WRITE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS
1 What is chocolate?____________________________________________________________
2 Do you like chocolate? ________________________________________________________
3 When was the last time you ate chocolate? ________________________________________
4 Where can you buy chocolate? __________________________________________________
5 Who is Hillary Bradley? _______________________________________________________
6 What is a chocolate fountain? ___________________________________________________
7 What is a private party? _______________________________________________________
8 What is level on the bottom and level on the top? __________________________________
9 What is Ms. Bradley's job? ___________________________________________________
10 Have you ever seen a chocolate fountain? ______________________________________
11 Would you like to see a chocolate fountain? Why? _________________________________
12 Why does Hillary melt the chocolate? ___________________________________________
13 What happens to chocolate when it gets hot? ______________________________________
14 Why does Hillary put cocoa butter in the chocolate? ________________________________
15 What does Hillary like to add to a chocolate fountain? ______________________________
16 What fruits are popular at Hillary's chocolate fountain parties? ________________________
17 What dried fruits does Hillary use? _____________________________________________
18 How much chocolate does the chocolate fountain need? ____________________________
19 How many people can one of Hillary's chocolate fountains serve? _____________________
20 Do you love chocolate? Explain your answer. _____________________________________
21 Who is June Simms? _________________________________________________________
22 What kind of parties do you like? ______________________________________________
23 Would you like to go to one of Hillary's private chocolate fountain parties? Why or why not?
________________________________________________________________________
24 Tell me about one party you went to that you did not like. Why was it a bad party?
________________________________________________________________________
25 Tell me about a party you went to that you really liked. What was it a good party?
________________________________________________________________________
26 What kind of food do you like to eat at parties? ____________________________________

TRUE OR FALSE
Make the false statements true.
1 Hillary Bradley brings chocolate to private parties.
2 Hillary brings meat to private parties.
3 Hillary brings fruit to parties.
4 The fountain is level on the bottom and level on the top.
5 Hillary sells chocolates.
6 Many people do not like Hillary's chocolates.
7 Hillary melts the chocolate at the parties.
8 Hillary puts cookies into the chocolate fountain at home before she goes to a party.
9 Apples are the favorite fruit at Hillary's parties.
10 A chocolate fountain needs at least 150 kilograms of liquid chocolate.

Choose the correct underlined word or words to make correct sentences.
1 Hillary Bradley puts/putting together a chocolate fountain.
2 It was/were definitely level on the bottom.
3 Ms. Bradley making/makes chocolates.
4 She says/say people love her chocolate fountains.
5 You put/puts melted chocolate.
6 It flowing/flows through.
7 You were dip/dipping wonderful things into it.
8 And then I melt/melting it down.
9 It has to be at a certain viscosity to go/goes through the fountain.
10 I brings/bring it here.
11 We put a little bit of cocoa butter in/to it.
Each sentence has one mistake. Correct the mistakes.
1 These or pretty much the favorites.
2 The fruits that is popular are strawberries, pineapple, and bananas.
3 So them three.
4 We also use dried fruitings.
5 That is enough to serving up to 150 people.
6. I loves it.
7 It were such a great break from the day.
8 Who don't love chocolate?
Write questions that the sentences below answer.
1 I'm June Simms.
 Who are you?
 Are___________________________________________________________________?
2 Hillary Bradley is putting together a chocolate fountain for a private party.
 Who __________________________________________________________________?
 What __________________________________________________________________?
 Why __________________________________________________________________?

